UE Members Crowd Ball Park For Booster Night Thriller

The first UE Local 301 Baseball Booster Night proved a big success as close to 2,500 union members jammed into Schenectady Stadium Saturday night to witness the Herdmen and Chiefs in an Eastern League con-

The night's events were kicked off when the Chiefs' bat boy was accidentally hit by the Herdmen's bat. The bat boy was immediately taken to the hospital, where he was treated and released.

The Herdmen's Manager, Tom Reilly, said that the incident was unfortunate but that the team would continue to play to the best of their abilities. He also thanked the fans for their support.

The game was a close one, with the Herdmen winning 3-2 in the 9th inning. The Herdmen's Manager, Tom Reilly, said that the team had worked hard to prepare for the game and that the victory was well-deserved.

Membership OK of Pact Proposals

Sets Stage for UE-GE Bargaining

More than 85 contract modification demands were approved Monday at the UE Local 301, general membership meeting. The pact proposals were cleared for presentation to General Electric management in negotiations expected to start within the next two weeks.

Discuss Wage Demands

In NY Bargaining Talks

The UE-GE Negotiations Committee met with the representatives of management to discuss the contract demands.

Rollethrust Drive

On as More Sign for UE

The campaign to elect the 12,000 workers at Westinghouse's East Pittsburgh works toward this week with negotiations into a new contract for 1,000 workers.

Borcher,Staley-Cote and the administrato-

nors at the Pennsylvania and New Jersey area, where the UE Local 301 is not yet affiliated, have been invited to a meeting in Westinghouse's East Pittsburgh works on Thursday night at 7:30.

Schenectady, New York—A joint strike committee, composed of the workers at Westinghouse's East Pittsburgh works, has been formed to negotiate a new contract for 1,000 workers.
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Further Study of Contract Proposals

In the forthcoming negotiations between UI and General Electric, the union will put forth 35 proposals for contract modifications including demands for a 12-hour workday increase, the union shop, improved working conditions and more. The union also wants to see some of its old contracts restored.

For New Protections

For Illness and Injury

Additional protection for personnel injured or disabled in the course of work is desired by the UI. The union says that at least $250 a week should be paid for all injuries and $500 for serious injuries. A group of workers should be appointed to investigate accidents and report findings to the UI.

Food Prices Set Record

As Dollar Sinks to 42c

The value of the dollar has been on a downward trend, reaching its lowest level since 1932. This trend is expected to continue, with the dollar expected to fall to 40c by the end of the year.

Ask Longer Leaves

If management is willing to make a decision to extend the vacation leave to 10 days, this would provide a great benefit to workers. The union believes that this would be a fair compromise.

Food Stamps for Poor

The government should consider implementing a food stamp program to help alleviate the food price crisis. This would provide a safety net for those who are struggling to make ends meet.

Ask Better Safeguards

For Piece and Day Work

Suitable protective equipment for piece workers should be made available to them. The union wants to ensure that all workers have access to safety equipment.

UIE Deal with Westinghouse

Sells Senility Contract to UI

The UIE-CIO local which "represents" the Westinghouse case, Pittsburgh, workers is housing of a new seniority supplement to their contract with which to their major--the "best" thing that could happen.

UIE-CIO local's bid for the contract, the union says, has been accepted by the company. The union will have to negotiate the terms of the new contract with the company.

Local 301 Contributes

$250 to GHR Strikers

Support from two sources boosted the number of members who have been on strike against the GHR Foundry in Dayton, Ohio, for 11 weeks.

Cite Many Speedup Cases

In Meeting with Male

The UIE Local 311 officials met last week with Works Manager Louis Male in an effort to settle a dispute which has become increasingly widespread in recent months.

Schedule 25 Top Field Day Awards

Preliminary of UIF Local 311 Field Day tickets will be scheduled to win approximately 25 valuable prizes, including a Bible, a $100 gift certificate and a TV set. The awards will be distributed by the UIF's Field Day Committee. The tickets were sold at $5.00 each.

ON THE JOB

Employees are paid $1.75 an hour for the first 30 days, $1.85 for the second 30 days, and $2.00 for the third 30 days. They are then paid $2.50 an hour for the fourth 30 days. A group of workers is demanding an increase in pay.

New Members in Local 311

Several new members have joined the local, which is the largest in the district. The union is expected to expand its membership in the near future.

UIU Convention

The UIU convention, which has been held every two years, is scheduled to begin in May. The convention will provide an opportunity for workers to discuss their concerns and share ideas.
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